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What could go wrong that may not have occurred to

you—or anyone—until it’s too late

Scenarios that could cause serious failures or waste 

Risks to cost, schedule, technical performance,

safety, and security

Assumptions you didn’t realize were being made and

requirements you didn’t know were being overlooked

Welcome to Phoenix Sight, the place for frontline news

about Monterey Phoenix happenings in the Navy and

beyond. Whether you are new to this modeling tool or

looking to level up your skills, this newsletter will help

you learn Monterey Phoenix (MP) in layers.

Why learn MP? Because your time is valuable! Your

investment in learning MP will pay you back

immediately. MP can help you find and communicate: 

Read on, and you will be on your way to achieving

surprising new wins for your mission, system, or

organization in short, doable time increments. 

Letter from the Editor
By Dr. Kristin Giammarco
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Monterey Phoenix, or MP for short, is a language,

approach, and tool developed at the Naval

Postgraduate School for modeling and simulating

mission, system, and process behaviors quickly

and with less human error than with other

contemporary methods.

MP allows users—anyone from an engineer to an

office administrator—to see a thorough set of

behavior scenarios. Its lightweight, formal method

delivers a guarantee of completeness up to a user-

defined "scope," or number of event iterations.

MP helps planners and decision-makers reason

about intended behaviors, realize their own

assumptions, turn assumptions into formal

requirements, and expose emergent behaviors.

What Is Monterey
Phoenix?
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Welcome to our inaugural newsletter.
 

Each issue of Phoenix Sight will contain example applications, featured research, learning opportunities,

and invitations to engage. If your organization is not yet using Monterey Phoenix, be the one who brings it

to your team! Start exploring previously unknown requirements, risks, and assumptions in your work.
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“Simplicity does not precede complexity, but follows it.” -Alan J. Perlis



Get an introduction to MP at the next Digital

Engineering Forum, hosted by

AF Futures:

"Scope-Complete Path Tracing through State

Machines with the Monterey Phoenix

Approach and Tool," with Dr. Kristin

Giammarco and Pamela Dyer

Friday, 16 Dec. 2022, 1000–1100 EST

on MS Teams

For login info, email

monterey-phoenix@nps.edu

from your .mil or .gov account

Upcoming Events
Can behavior modeling in Monterey Phoenix help the

Navy reduce the risks associated with autonomy and

unmanned system technology in the real world? This is

one question I’m exploring in my thesis research at the

Naval Postgraduate School.

For my research, I’m using MP to model failures within

a system of autonomous unmanned undersea vehicles

(UUVs) that are conducting a survey mission. The traces

generated by the model will help me understand and

categorize possible outcomes and expose unwanted

emergent behaviors or undocumented requirements.

Through this research, we'll discover how behavior

modeling using MP, when employed early in the

planning process, can reduce costs and keep

development on schedule.

To begin, I documented the operational scenario to

bound the problem, then translated the scenario into

MP. I zoomed in on the in-mission phase, creating

individual UUV tasks to capture the interactions among

the UUVs. I then reviewed and annotated the traces.

Modeling Mission Success for Autonomous
Unmanned Undersea Vehicles

By John Phillips
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cont'd on page 4
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moved to complete the assumed incomplete survey and ended up dead in the water under the same

circumstances. 

These modeling outcomes raised useful questions about what else the detection algorithms might miss that

could also lead to a collision—for example, if the first UUV follows an identical flight path through the

water to the undetected target.

MP’s utility here isn’t in specialization: MP modeling isn’t designed specifically for UUV applications.

Combined with my UUV expertise, however, MP is helping me create useful insights and draw conclusions

that can inform capability design and development.

Thanks to our Monterey Phoenix sponsors
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In my two-UUV system scenario, each vehicle is

launched from a platform of opportunity and then

transits along an ingress path to a survey area.

Once on-station, the UUVs conduct the survey

mission. When complete, they egress to a planned

recovery point and are recovered.

The high-level MP model revealed a case in which

both UUVs suffered a catastrophic failure during

the mission. 

In the second-level model, MP revealed a related

trace where a target of interest appeared in the

survey area. This target was not detected by the

second UUV, which then collided with the target

and was rendered dead in the water.

Later in the mission, the first UUV moved to the

planned rendezvous point. When the first UUV

didn’t receive a status message from the second, it

cont'd from page 3
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Using Monterey Phoenix, software developers can model

all possible outcomes of their software and therefore

prevent unexpected behaviors. To execute all traces of a

system to discover unexpected behaviors, however, MP

users need to develop MP textual language (code).

For my systems engineering master’s thesis at the Naval

Postgraduate School, I am using MP to discover new

ways to represent a scope-complete text language using

graphical techniques, with a goal of providing a more

approachable, formal modeling language to the systems

engineering community—a visual language.

But what should the language look like? I decided to

base the visual language on popular existing languages.

I started by searching through YCombinator News on

Hacker News—an open-source social news website that

focuses on computer science—looking for comments

about engineers’ use of systems engineering languages.

Visual Learner? A Graphical Gateway to
Monterey Phoenix Is on the Way 
By Christopher Ritter
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MP-Firebird is a free, public-facing web

application that works through your browser

and requires no installation:

https://firebird.nps.edu

MP-Gryphon is an open-source installable

application that enables you to write and

run MP models remotely or entirely locally:

https://nps.edu/mp/gryphon

Future issues will deliver tips for using

these tools!

Tool Tip

I analyzed the comments using keyword extraction, natural language processing of adjectives, and

sentiment analysis of user opinions through pre-trained machine learning models. To validate the process

and methodology, I developed an MP schema. The behavior logic for each separate system plays a role in

the data science methods used to perform this social data analysis.

cont'd on page 6
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Often, software codes fail to

account for all possible software

traces, which leads to

unrecoverable errors that

trigger an early exit of the

program. The capture of logic in

MP allowed me to improve the

analysis script through formal

methods, and then to discover

key failure states missing in the

original design.

MP already automates the

extraction of activity diagrams,

which are flowchart-like

graphics that capture behavior

logic using events (boxes), order

cont'd from page 5

of events (arrows), start and end points (circles), and decision points (diamonds). The activity models can

show alternative event flows in each system, like errors and timeouts. 

The execution of this code found that the modeling language SysML reaches point of parity across many

areas, so I selected it for this research. I plan to participate in the development of SysML 2 to realize

portions of this research into the SysML standard.

Call for Student Researchers!
Are you an NPS or Naval Academy student interested in learning to use Monterey Phoenix and

working on real-world problems that affect the naval force? Then we want you!

Here is an exciting new research opportunity to inspire your thesis or capstone project:

What is needed to create a human-machine partnership?

How will the LMACC hybrid vessel work in gray zone operations (just shy of conflict)?

How could different LMACC-enabled flotilla configurations affect success in a conflict?

Modeling of Human-Machine Partnerships. The U.S. Navy expects to apply full autonomy to a

number of platforms engaged in gray zone activities (competition with no direct engagement). There is

a need for a hybrid vessel that is highly automated, with humans on board as the cognitive component

and fires cell. Known as a lightly manned autonomous combat capability, or LMACC, the hybrid vessel

must work in a human-machine partnership involving “virtual assistants. The research questions are:

1.

2.

3.

More specific information about the research, and partnerships with commercial companies such as

Amazon and Microsoft, are available to prospective student researchers.

Interested? Contact Dr. Shelley Gallup at spgallup@nps.edu. In the subject line, include “MP

Research of Human-Machine Partnerships.” 
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Tell us about your MP project!
Want to contribute to this newsletter?

Contact us at:

monterey-phoenix@nps.edu
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Dr. Kristin Giammarco

Dept. of Systems Engineering

Phoenix Sight editorial team

MANAGING EDITOR

Aileen B. Houston

Graduate Writing Center
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Graduate Writing Center (contractor)

This newsletter is a publication of the Department of Systems Engineering, NPS. Its contents do not necessarily

reflect the official views of the U.S. government, the Department of Defense, or the U.S. Navy, nor does it imply

endorsement thereof. Information may be subject to change without notice. 
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